The Taste Of Westholme A True Eating Experience

PARTNER

PALATE
Westholme evokes memories of adventures gone by. It is brimming with potent
beef character and underpinned by a nutty, roasted quality.

TEXTURE
Don’t let the elegant ruggedness of Westholme fool you. It has a gentle
tenderness that simply melts in your mouth. Marrying definition and suppleness,
its juiciness delivers a mouthwatering sensation.

OPTIC

Australian Wagyu Beef
WESTHOLME - THE HISTORY
•

Established in 1824, Australian Agricultural Company (AACo) - the
producer of Westholme - is the oldest continuously operating
company in Australia. The mighty Westholme herd was founded
on champion Wagyu bulls and cows that came to Australia from
Japan more than two decades ago. AACo has carefully built
on foundational Wagyu bloodlines to produce the most highly
credentialed cattle to ever leave Japan

•

Strategically bred Waygu are uniquely Australian, born wild and
roaming across huge expanses of native Australian grasses before
being finished on quality cereal grains. It is this blend of feed and
breeding that gives Westholme its signature taste and unique mix
of marbling and lean

Meat

Meat

A well-defined muscle structure, an acknowledgement of Westholme’s
craftsmanship, is densely streaked with a wealth of marbling. Taking on a golden
hue when cooked, reminiscent of a setting sun.

WAGYU MARBLE SCORE GRADING
Australia is one of the biggest
producers of Wagyu beef in the
world, and uses its own grading
scale, the AUS-MEAT marbling
system. This scale goes from 0
(no marbling) and tops out at
grade 9, (extraordinary amounts
of marbling) and everything
above it (scores 10, 11, and 12),
are graded 9+.

THE STATIONS AND PEOPLE
•

•

Westholme is an expression of the vast beauty of the Australian
landscape. It is the story of heritage, stations and people.
Westholme brings together expertise, craft and scale to create a
singular eating experience every time
Their cattle graze across a network of stations that are stewarded
by families who dedicate their lives to the land and to ensuring
happy cattle, free from stress. Their people have a collective
obsession with crafting the finest Wagyu in the world, from their
home to your plate

Wagyu Tenderloin

Wagyu Ribeye

Wagyu Striploin

Chain off

Lip off

Chain on

WES23545 – ≈2.9kg/4-5MBS
WES23567 – ≈2.9kg/6-7MBS
WES23589 – ≈2.9kg/8-9MBS

WES25145 – ≈3kg/4-5MBS
WES25167 – ≈3kg/6-7MBS
WES25189 – ≈3kg/8-9MBS

WES20045 – ≈3.3kg/4-5MBS
WES20067 – ≈3.3kg/6-7MBS
WES20089 – ≈3.3kg/8-9MBS

Wagyu Shortloin

Wagyu Rump Cap
Picanha

WES21045 – ≈11kg/4-5MBS
WES21067 – ≈11kg/6-7MBS

WES25445 – ≈1.8kg/4-5MBS
WES25467 – ≈1.8kg/6-7MBS

WESTHOLME WAGYU
•

Westholme cattle are raised on pristine tracts of Mitchell grass and
grain-finished on proprietary blends. Rich marbling - throughout
the cut - delivers a signature tenderness and consistent excellence.
The consistency of Westholme’s rich, toasty flavour and tender
juiciness in every cut reflects the care and attention to detail they
bring to every stage of the journey from paddock to plate

•

The grass and grain work together to deliver Westholme’s intense
marbling, complexity and depth of flavour. Westholme has
rich, round complex layers of earthy, toasty flavour. It delivers
exceptional juiciness, an amazing silky texture and succulent,
buttery biscuit flavours

•
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Wagyu Tomahawk 3 & 4 Bone
WES26345 – ≈5-6kg/4-5MBS
WES26367 – ≈5-6kg/6-7MBS
WES26389 – ≈5-6kg/8-9MBS

Every Westholme carcass is graded to stringent MSA guidelines,
ensuring tender, juicy and flavoursome beef every time

* non stock item, to be ordered 7 days in advance
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Wagyu Inside Skirt

WES26045 – ≈1.7kg/4-5MBS
WES26067 – ≈1.7kg/6-7MBS

WES27045 – ≈1kg/4-5MBS
WES27067 – ≈1kg/6-7MBS

WES29945 – ≈1.3kg/4-5MBS
WES29967 – ≈1.3kg/6-7MBS

Meat
Wagyu Short Rib

Wagyu Oysterblade /
Featherblade

WES29845 – ≈1.8kg/4-5MBS
WES29867 – ≈1.8kg/6-7MBS

WES25845 – ≈2.6kg/4-5MBS
WES25867 – ≈2.6kg/6-7MBS

Wagyu Chuck Short Rib
WES26545 – ≈1.2kg/4-5MBS
WES26567 – ≈1.2kg/6-7MBS
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Wagyu Tri Tip
WES25545 – ≈1.1kg/4-5MBS

Wagyu Chuck Tail Flap
Wagyu Brisket Point End
WES23045 – ≈6.5kg/4-5MBS

Sold by pack of 2 pcs
WES26745 – ≈1kg/4-5MBS
WES26767 – ≈1kg/6-7MBS

Meat

Wagyu Flank Steak

BEEF PRIMAL & SUB-PRIMAL CUTS

Wagyu Flap Meat /
Bavette
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